Investigation of the Intrinsic Spatial Resolution of anI. INTRODUCTION

I
N recent years, substantial efforts have been made to improve the imaging resolution of SPECT systems dedicated to small lab studies. A review of some recent developments in small animal SPECT instrumentations was given by Meikle [5] . These developments have benefited from recent advances in gamma ray sensor technologies, which include the high resolution CZT focal plane detector developed at the University of Arizona [6] , [7] , the multi-pixel Hybrid PhotoDiode (M-HPD) developed at CERN [8] , [9] , the double-sided silicon strip sensors developed by Peterson et al. [10] , the silicon drift diode (SDD) array developed by Fiorini et al. [11] , [12] , the Medipix (2) based hybrid pixel sensors developed at CERN [13] , [14] , EMCCD based mini gamma camera developed by de Vree et al. [15] , Heemskerk et al. [16] , Nagarkar et al. [17] , [18] and Teo et al. [19] , the GEM based photon sensors coupled to scintillation materials [20] , [21] , the intensified EMCCD cameras developed by Meng et al. [1] , [2] , the scientific CCD based ultrahigh resolution photon sensors [22] , the large area multi-channel plate (MCP) based detectors [23] , [24] , the avalanche photodiode (APD) detectors reported by Yatsu et al. [25] and Shah et al. [26] , and the solid-state photomultiplier (SSPM) reported by Stapels [27] etc. Some of these developments have pushed the intrinsic detector resolution to well below a hundred micrometers for detecting 27-140 keV gamma rays. Several groups have proposed or developed prototype SPECT systems that have the potential of achieving an ultra-high imaging resolution in a few hundred microns range. These include the SemiSPECT reported by Kastis [6] , the SiliSPECT under development by Peterson et al. [10] , the MediSPECT proposed (and evaluated) by Accorsi et al. [28] , [29] , the U-SPECT-III proposed by Beekman et al. [30] , and a low-cost and ultra-high resolution imager based on the second generation image intensifier [31] etc. In addition, Abbott et al. has reported the use of a pre-existing SPECT camera, arranged in an extreme focusing geometry for ultra-high resolution small animal SPECT imaging applications [32] .
We have previously proposed to use the intensified EMCCD camera for ultra-high resolution gamma ray imaging applications [1] . A prototype SPECT system was constructed based on this detector and an excellent imaging performance was demonstrated using this system, which includes an intrinsic spatial resolution of and an ultra-high spatial resolution in phantom studies [3] , [4] . Based on these results, we are currently developing a 4-headed single photon emission microscope (SPEM) system for mouse brain studies. The design and feasibility of the SPEM system were presented in [4] , [33] . In addition, we are actively working on an improved I-EMCCD detector that incorporates several modifications (as outlined in Section II-E). In this work, we focused on the intrinsic resolution of the I-EMCCD camera that can be achieved with different scintillators, photo-counting algorithms and detector operating conditions. These results helped us to determine the configuration of the new I-EMCCD detector under development.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. The Intensified EMCCD Camera
The I-EMCCD detector consists of a columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator, an electron multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) sensor and an electrostatically focused demagnifier tube (http://www.photek.com/phoprodf3.htm). The EMCCD is similar, in structure, to conventional CCDs except that a series of multiplying registers are added before the readout amplifier. These multiplying registers amplify the charge signal by a factor of up to several thousands using the phenomena called "impact ionization" [34] - [36] . This effectively minimizes the readout electronic noise associated with conventional CCDs (especially with fast-scan CCDs). As a result, EMCCDs can offer a readout rate of up to 20 MHz, whilst having an effective readout noise of a few electrons RMS per pixel. In comparison, standard CCDs at similar readout rates would have a 0018-9499/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE Fig. 1 . The prototype ultra-high resolution gamma camera based on an EMCCD sensor and a DM tube.
readout noise of 30 electrons or more. The performances of several EMCCD-based scintillation gamma cameras have been reported in [15] - [19] . In these gamma cameras, optical fiber-tapers or lenses were used to couple scintillation photons into the EMCCD sensor. For taper-coupled cameras, the relatively low coupling efficiency limits the de-magnification ratio of the taper that can be used. Although an excellent imaging resolution has been demonstrated for detecting low-energy gamma rays (27-35 keV), fiber-coupled EMCCD scintillation cameras (designed for SPECT applications) are currently limited to in size for use in I-125 imaging applications [18] , [19] .
In I-EMCCD, the de-magnifier (DM) tube serves both as an extra gain stage and as an "electronic taper" for enlarging the active area of the camera. The DM tube currently in use has an input window of 80 mm in diameter and an output window of 40 mm diameter. The output is coupled to the EMCCD sensor through a fiber-taper and a fiber-faceplate that have aspect ratios of 1.5:1 and 1:1 respectively. A schematic of the gamma camera is shown in Fig. 1 . Detailed discussions on the detector, including its physical configuration and operating characteristic, were previously presented in [1] . For SPECT applications, the current I-EMCCD camera offers the combination of an excellent spatial resolution, a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a large active area ( in diameter), a reasonable detection efficiency, and a simple readout scheme. Although the addition of the DM tube doubled the cost of the entire detector ($25k to$50k), this is offset by a greatly increased active area (from 1.44 to 50 ), which results in a cost-to-area ratio of . This configuration allows us to use four EMCCD sensors to readout a total imaging area of . This provides a practical solution for constructing an ultra-high resolution SPECT system dedicated for mouse brain studies.
B. Estimation of Photoelectron Yield
In this study, an indirect approach was used to estimate the number of photoelectrons created (on the DM tube photocathode) by a given energy deposition in scintillator. We have previously measured the light yield of a 200
CsI(Tl) The operating temperature of the EMCCD sensor was 035 C.
phosphor (also procured from Hamamatsu) using a single pixel hybrid photodiode (HPD) [37] . Due to their use of a single gain stage, HPDs are superior to conventional photomultipliers (PMTs) by offering a greatly reduced readout noise. These detectors have an excellent single-photoelectron resolution. It can be used to measure the light yield of scintillators in terms of the number of photoelectrons (p.e.s) generated on the photocathode. The HPD device used has a S-20 photocathode that is deposited on a quartz entrance window. It offers an overall quantum efficiency (QE) of 16% at 500 nm and 9% at 600 nm [38] . In this measurement, 40-50 photoelectrons (p.e.s) were produced on the HPD photocathode by each 59keV full energy event. In comparison, the DM tube, used in the current I-EMCCD camera, has a similar S20 photocathode but optimized for low thermal noise. It has a relatively low QE of . If we assume that the overall QE of the HPD is for CsI(Tl) and the light yield of the 200 thick columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator is similar to the 250 one used in our measurement, the expected photoelectron yield on the I-EMCCD camera is per 27 keV energy deposition and per 35keV. A typical I-125 energy spectrum measured using the I-EMCCD camera and the 250 CsI(Tl) scintillator (ACS-HL [39] ) is shown in Fig. 2 . Based on this discussion, the expected number of p.e.s corresponding to the mean peak position (as shown in Fig. 2 ) is 13-15 p.e.s. With this information, one can calibrate the I-EMCCD camera for operating at different EM gains. The photoelectron yield of the camera, when used with different scintillators, can be determined accordingly.
C. Experimental Setup
The intrinsic resolution of the I-EMCCD camera was measured using a slit aperture of 25 wide, which was made of two tungsten sheets of 500 in thickness. The aperture was placed right on top of the scintillator in use. An I-125 source was placed 10 cm away from the aperture. The source was 500 A relatively low EM gain of 20 was used in this measurement. The RMS of the distribution (on EMCCD) is 20m, which is corresponding to 120m RMS on the photocathode of the DM tube. The total distribution contains 20 photoelectrons, which was derived based on the calibration process described in Section II-B. In this measurement, a single photoelectron is corresponding to roughly 13 ADC units.
in diameter and contains 250 activity. The intrinsic detector resolution was determined in terms of full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and full-width-at-tenth-maximum (FWTM) of the measured line-spread functions (LSF). The effect of the 25 slit width was subtracted in quadrature from measured FWHMs and FWTMs. In this measurement, two columnar CsI(Tl) scintillators (ACS-HL type [39]) were used. Their thicknesses were the 250 and 500 respectively. For each measured EMCCD frame, local maxima were sought as potential interaction positions. For each local maximum, a small region consisting of an array of 7 7 pixels was defined around the peak pixel. Gamma interactions are identified based on the use of four threshold values. These are the upper and lower limits for the signal amplitude on the peak pixel and the sum of all signals over the 7 7 array. The integrated signal amplitude was used to indicate the energy deposition by a given interaction.
D. Estimation of Interaction Position
In this study, we compared three algorithms for localizing gamma ray interactions in the CsI(Tl) scintillator. A similar comparison was previously presented by Fisher et al.. [40] . The first approach that we used is the simple centroiding method. It was performed over a 7 7 array of pixels around the peak pixel. This approach is relatively simple and computationally efficient. It was used as the standard position estimation method for most of our studies.
We also implemented two model-fitting based methods for localizing gamma ray interactions. In these methods, the distribution of scintillation light was modelled as the sum of multiple 2-D Gaussian functions as shown below, (1) where is the common center of the distributions. 's and 's are the weighting factors and standard deviation values.
accounts for an extra blurring that is introduced by the fiber faceplate used as the output window of the DM tube. It was assumed to be 20 , according to manufacturer's specification [41] .
With the signal model shown in (1), we first implemented the weighted least-square (WLS) method for estimating the interaction position of each event. It finds the interaction location by minimizing the following objective function: (2) where and are the measured and expected signal amplitudes on the 'th pixel. The fitting process was performed using a Matlab code based on the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm [39] . An example of measured and fitted distribution of signals across EMCCD pixels are shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, model (1) consists of two Gaussian components only. All six model parameters in (1) were left free in the actual fitting process.
For further evaluating model-fitting based methods, we also implemented maximum-likelihood (ML) approach for finding the interaction position. With a sufficient EM gain, the readout amplifier noise is negligible . According to manufacturer's specification [42] , the EMCCD dark-count rate (from the clock-induced charge (CIC) [34] ) is a few at . When read out at 30 fps, we expect the dark counts rate to be at the order of frame. Since this component is very small compared to the signal induced by a single photoelectron and given that scintillation signal is mostly distributed over a small cluster (3 3 to 7 7) of pixels, the effect of EMCCD dark-count noise is ignored in the simulation. Therefore, the uncertainty on measured signals is dominated by statistical fluctuation that can be modelled with a 2-D Poisson point process [43] . In such case, one can use maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm to find the interaction locations [44] , [45] . For each detected event, the likelihood function of the measured signal distribution is given by (3) where ' is the measured number of photoelectrons on the 'th pixel. In this study, the number of photoelectrons per pixel was determined by the calibration process described previously in Section II-B. Interaction locations can be obtained by the following maximization process (4) In this study, a comparison between the three event-positioning algorithms was performed based on the data acquired under various experimental conditions.
E. Monte Carlo Simulations
The intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD devices may be further improved by incorporating updated components. These include
• A customized DM tube for I-EMCCD applications. We have recently developed (along with Photek Ltd, UK http:// www.photek.com/) a new DM tube that incorporates several improvements over the current version. The new DM tube has a photocathode QE of 10-12% rather than the found in our current DM tubes. It also has a variable DM ratio (DMR) that is controlled by a micro-processor and variable from 1:1 to 1:6. When needed, a smaller DM ratio can be used with the current EMCCD sensor, which results in smaller optical pixel sizes (24 with , 48 with ) on the photocathode.
• High resolution scintillators. An example is the commercially available high resolution columnar CsI(Tl) scintillators on either amorphous-carbon substrate or aluminium substrate (ACS-HR and ALS-HR [39]). These phosphors have a quoted line-pair value that is better than the HL (high light-yield) version scintillators currently in use [39] . It is worth noting that the HR version scintillators have a much lower light yield than that of the corresponding HL version scintillators. However, we expect that the increased QE (from 7% to 12%) on the new DM tube should be sufficient to offset the lowered light yield. In the following simulation, we have used the same photoelectron yield for both HL and HR versions scintillators.
• A new mega-pixel EMCCD sensor. The intrinsic resolution of I-EMCCD may also be improved using a new megapixel EMCCD sensor (CCD201-20 by e2V Technologies [46] ). It is a back-illuminated sensor with 1k 1k 13 pixels. When incorporated into the I-EMCCD detector, this sensor provides 1k 1k resolution across the 80 mm diameter active area.
In this study, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to evaluate the intrinsic detector resolution of an I-EMCCD that incorporates these hardware upgrades. For each event, the simulation process consists of the following steps.
Step 1: A certain number of photoelectrons are randomly generated on the DM photocathode. These photoelectrons are distributed according to a 2-D Poisson point process that follows the double-Gaussian model (1) . Model parameters used in this study were determined based on experimentally measured signal distribution. These photoelectrons are then projected onto a smaller plane, according to the DM ratio used (typically ranging from 2:1 to 6:1).
Step 2: for each of these photoelectrons, multiple electrons (on EMCCD sensor) were generated. The number of these electrons follows Poisson distribution having a mean of 10. This reflects the estimated 10 electrons (on EMCCD) per photoelectrons (on DM photocathode) in the current I-EMCCD detectors [1] . The positions of these electrons follow a 2-D Gaussian distribution centered at the original position of the corresponding photoelectron. The Gaussian distribution has a FWHM of 20 . This is to account for the resolution of the fiber components between the DM tube and the EMCCD sensor.
Step 3: All electrons created are then sampled by a simulated CCD sensor that has square pixels of 16 or 8 in size. A Gaussian noise of 0.1 electron root-mean square (RMS) was added to the number of electrons collected by each pixel. This models the remaining readout noise of the EMCCD sensor after the electron-multiplying (EM) amplification. Note that the EMCCD gain is not explicitly included. We assumed that that a sufficient EM gain, say greater than 200, is used. Therefore, the fluctuation on the number of electrons collected per pixel is dominated by Poisson noise that is associated with the generation and distribution of photoelectrons and the conversion efficiency from photoelectrons to electrons on EMCCD. The DM gain was fixed by a given 10kV high-voltages as currently in use.
Step 4: for each event, the interaction location is derived by centroiding over a 7 7 array of pixels that are centered at the pixel with the maximum signal amplitude. A large number of events were generated with this sequence for evaluating the intrinsic resolution.
III. RESULTS
A. Measured Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
To demonstrate the SNR achievable with the I-EMCCD detector, we have carried out a series of measurements under different experimental conditions. A small piece of CsI(Tl) scintillator, of 1.4 cm 1.4 cm in size and 250 thick, was attached to the I-EMCCD detector. The scintillator covers of the active area of the camera. A tungsten slit of wide was placed against the scintillator. An I-125 radiation seed with an activity of was placed away from the slit. A measured projection of the source on the I-EMCCD/CsI(Tl) setup is shown in Fig. 4 . The noise events, in area not covered by the scinitllator, are mostly due to the thermal emission of photoelectrons from the DM photocathode. Similar to true events, these noise events result in clusters of signals that spread over multiple CCD pixels. These events can be (partially) rejected with proper threshold settings. With an energy threshold at 3 photoelectrons, an event rate of a few counts per second over the entire detector can be achieved. This should be sufficiently low for most of SPECT applications.
Using this setup, we derived the energy spectra for true I-125 events and background events by choosing interactions from different regions in the projection. I-125 energy spectra measured with different EM gains are compared in Fig. 5 . Even with the extra multiplication provided by the DM tube , a substantial EM gain was needed for differentiating the true I-125 interactions from the background counts.
The temperature dependence of SNR of a fiber-coupled EMCCD scintillation detector was previously reported by Heemskerk et al.. [16] . In their measurement, a back-illuminated EMCCD detector (8 mm 8 mm in size) was coupled to a CsI(Tl) phosphor through an 1:1 fiber-stud. A reasonable energy resolution was demonstrated for detecting I-125 gamma rays even at 0 . In this study, we carried out a similar measurement using the I-EMCCD camera coupled to a 250 thick columnar CsI(Tl) scintillator. Several energy spectra measured at different EMCCD operating temperatures are shown in Fig. 6 . The increasing temperature leads to an increased thermal noise count rate that appeared at the low-end of the spectra. Another effect of the increasing temperature is that the photopeak position appears to be shifting towards the low-energy end. This indicates a reduced effective EM gain with increased operation temperature. Note that the gain settings shown in Fig. 6 are based on the relationship between multiplication-voltage and EM gain as suggested by the manufacturer. The actual gain of the sensor is known to drift at different temperatures. According to [42] , the gain decreases by a factor of 2 for every 8 degrees increase in temperature. This led to the significant decrease in SNR as observed in Fig. 6 . The readout noise level of the amplifier used in the EMCCD sensor may also vary with temperature, but its effect on the overall SNR should be small in comparison to the impact of the decreasing gain. The effect of temperature on detector intrinsic resolution is discussed in Section IV.
B. Measured Intrinsic Detector Resolution
Three methods for position estimation (as outlined in Section II-D) were compared under a variety of experimental conditions. The results are shown in Tables I-III . In these measurements, an energy threshold of 3 photoelectrons was used. In these comparisons, the simple centroiding method provided the best spatial resolution, although it is the simplest one within the methods compared. ML fitting is a theoretically superior approach. But this did not translate into an improved intrinsic resolution. As we expected, the EM gain plays an important role in detector intrinsic resolution. With an EM gain of greater than 200, the spatial resolution achieved is limited by Poisson fluctuation on the signal (primarily on the quantity and distribution of photoelectrons generated on the DM photocathode). The measured spatial resolution depends only weakly on operating temperature. Therefore, if intrinsic detector resolution is the primary concern and the increased dark count rate is less restrictive, one can operate the camera at 0 and still achieve an excellent spatial resolution ( FWHM) for detecting X and gamma rays emitted by I-125. Fig. 7 shows the intrinsic resolution of the I-EMCCD detector as a function of both optical pixel size and the number of photoelectrons. The detector was operated at with an EM gain of 200. The 250 thick ACS-HL scintillator was used for this measurement. Given the 16 pixel size on the EMCCD sensor and the fixed 1:1.5 fibre-optic taper between the EMCCD and the DM tube, the optical pixel size on the photocathode was varied by changing the DM ratio (4:1 for 96 pixels and 6:1 for 144 pixels). The data points shown in Fig. 7 were obtained by selecting events that have their corresponding photoelectron yield falling into different energy bins of 1 photoelectron in width. As shown in Fig. 7 , changing the effective optical pixel size from 96 to 144 resulted in a substantially degraded spatial resolution.
C. Measured Signal Distribution
The fitting process for calculating interaction positions also allowed us to quantify the distribution of photoelectrons on the photocathode of the DM tube. Based on the double Gaussian model, we used WLS method to go through a large number of measured events. The mean and standard deviation of the corresponding model parameters were derived for the 250 and 500 scintillators as shown in Table IV . Note that given the large sample size , the measured standard deviation on was much larger than that predicted by statistical fluctuation. The extra fluctuation may be explained by the fact that interactions occurred at different depths in the scintillator introduce signal distributions of different widths.
D. Monte Carlo Simulations
In this study, Monte Carlo simulation was used to predict the intrinsic resolution that can be achieved with several scintillators. To validate the accuracy of this method, simulated detector intrinsic resolution as a function photoelectron yield was compared with measured values in Fig. 8 . The 250 thick CsI(Tl) ACS-HL was used in this comparison. A reasonable agreement was demonstrated in the comparison. Note that the measured Fig. 5 . Measured I-125 energy spectra with different EM gain, ranging from 5 to 1000. The EMCCD camera was cooled to 035 C for these measurements. intrinsic resolutions with the optical pixel size of 144 are greater than the estimated ones (for example, by 20% with a signal level of 10 p.e.s). Since the photoelectron-yield of the detector was estimated indirectly, it is possible that the number of p.e.s was overestimated. This should partially account for the discrepancy between estimated and measured intrinsic resolutions. This difference may also be explained by the imperfection of the multiple-Gaussian model that was used to describe the distribution of the photoelectron signal. When scintillation photons are traveling in directions parallel to the exiting surface of the scintillator, they suffer more attenuation than photons travelling along the fine columnar structures. Therefore, the actual distribution of photoelectrons along the lateral direction will not have the infinitely long tail as predicted by the Gaussian model (1) . In this case, the use of 144 pixels may be too large for sampling the photoelectron signals, since the actual distribution has a much faster fall-off than the corresponding Gaussian model. The actual intrinsic resolution will be poorer than that predicted based on the Gaussian model. A smaller pixel size (96 or 48 ) allows a better sampling of the peak area of the distribution. Even though the imperfections of the Gaussian model will still lead to an overestimated intrinsic resolution, its effect will be smaller. Therefore, a better matching between estimated and measured resolutions is shown in the comparison between Figs. 7-9.
In this study, four scintillators were simulated, with their corresponding model parameters shown in Table IV and Table V. For the HR version scintillators, we assumed that the widths of both Gaussian components are 60% of the corresponding HL scintillators. The simulated intrinsic resolution for the I-EMCCD camera coupled to a 250 thick CsI(Tl) scintillator is shown in Figs. 9 A similar comparison is shown in Fig. 11 for a 500 ACS-HL scintillator. The use of 48 pixels provided a modestly improved resolution and the use of optical pixel sizes of smaller than 48 actually led to a degraded spatial resolution. A simple explanation for this result will be given later in Discussion section. A few experimentally measured resolution values are also shown in the figure for validating these simulation results. Finally, the intrinsic spatial resolutions of the I-EMCCD camera coupled to various scintillators are summarized in Table VI . Unless scintillators with a further reduced light spread (compared to that of the 250 ACS-HR) are available, 48 pixel size appears to be optimal for improving the spatial resolution. As previously discussed, the 48 pixel size can be achieved by coupling the DM tube to the 1k 1k EMCCD sensor, or using a DM ratio of 2:1 with the current 512 512 pixel EMCCD device.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
EMCCD based scintillation detectors offer an excellent performance for imaging low energy gamma rays. Compared to the fiber-coupled EMCCD scintillation cameras, the major advantage of the scintilaltor/I-EMCCD detector is the capability of achieving excellent intrinsic resolution and SNR over a large active area. It allows one to construct a high performance and practical SPECT system with a small number of EMCCD sensors. This partially offsets the current high cost of EMCCD sensors. In this study, we focused on evaluating the spatial resolution of the detector for imaging low energy gamma rays 27-35 keV energies.
The current I-EMCCD detector with 250 and 500 thick CsI(Tl) scintillators provided intrinsic resolutions of ranging from 50
to 65 FWHM. As demonstrated with Monte Carlo simulation, the I-EMCCD detector has the potential of offering intrinsic resolution for detecting gamma rays having 27-35 keV energies. This requires the use of high resolution columnar CsI(Tl) scintillators and an on the DM photocathode. The 48 pixel size can be achieved with the use of the mega-pixel EMCCD sensor or with a DM tube that has a smaller DM ratio.
For the scintillators studied, the use of optical pixel sizes of smaller than 48 offered little or no benefit. In some cases, it led to a degraded spatial resolution. This is evident in Figs. 9-11 . This result may be explained with the well-known signal sampling considerations [44] . Given that the signal distribution may be approximated with 2-D Gaussian functions, its Fourier transform is also Gaussian distributed, with the Fourier coefficients decreasing quickly at higher spatial frequencies. In practice, the distribution of scintillation signal on detector may be considered to be band-width limited. Therefore, the sampling frequency defined by detector pixel size should not be much greater than the corresponding Nyquist sampling frequency. Otherwise, excessive readout noise (normally associated with higher spatial frequencies) will be added without real gain in true photoelectron signal. This explains why smaller pixels actually led to worse intrinsic resolution values.
In this study, three methods were evaluated for deriving interaction location. This comparison was based on data sets acquired with different scintillators. For 250 and 500 thick scintillations used, the simple centroiding method outperformed model-fitting based methods in both resultant intrinsic resolution and simplicity. The current I-EMCCD camera was tested at several operating temperatures. Although a superior performance can be achieved with the EMCCD sensor cooled to , one may achieve a useful performance even when operating the camera at 0 , with a detector intrinsic resolution of 80
. This results may be compared to the measurements previously reported in [16] , which is based on the use of the same EMCCD sensor [46] coupled to columnar CsI(Tl) scintillators through a small fiber stud.
Compared to fiber tapers, the DM tube introduces extra dark counts, mainly through thermal emission of photoelectrons from the photocathode. Further more, the DM tube has a relatively low QE at 500-650 nm wavelength, so that only a small fraction of scintillation photons can be converted to photoelectrons. Despite these factors, the use of the DM tube produced an excellent signal-to-noise ratio for detecting I-125 gamma ray interactions. Another concern of using the current I-EMCCD detectors for SPECT applications is the dead space of the DM tube. It prevents us from forming a closely packed ring system. A technically feasible solution is to substitute the round fiber entrance window of the DM tube with a fiber taper. It has a square entrance surface (of say 8 cm 8 cm in size), a modest de-magnification of 1.4:1 and a minimize dead space on the front surface. Due to the light attenuation in the taper, the photoelectron yield will be lowered to 7-8 p.e.s for each 27-30keV energy deposition. With the dual amplification stages available in I-EMCCD detectors, one should still be able to differentiate I-125 interactions from dark noises and achieve an excellent spatial resolution for localizing true interactions. Such a detector may find many applications in small animal SPECT imaging.
